ABSTRACT: We present several techniques for accelerating dynamic vector compaction for combinational and sequential circuits. A key feature of all our techniques is that they significantly improve the computation times without adversely affecting the quality of test sets that can be derived using stateof-the-art compaction methods. Our techniques are based on three key ideas: (1) identification of supportsets, (2) target fault switching, and (3) use of dynamic equivalent and untestable fault analysis. All these techniques are useful in significantly reducing the number of faults that have to be considered by a test generator or a fault simulator in a dynamic vector compaction system. For fault simulation, support sets quickly identify a large subset of faults that are guaranteed to be undetechble by a given input sequence. For test generation, support sets identify a large subset of faults that are guaranteed to be undetectable by any extension of a partially specified test sequence. Experimental results on ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits and large production VLSI circuits are included. For full scan designs, our acceleration techniques reduce the overall computation times by a factor of 2 to 3 without adversely affecting the quality (size) of the computed test sets or their fault coverages. The improvement factors obtained are higher for larger circuits. The acceleration techniques enabled the computation of compact test sets for large production circuits that the base test generation system was unable to process in more than 2 CPU days on a Silicon Graphics MIPS 4400 workstation. Results for sequential circuits also show that our acceleration techniques significantly improve the computation t i e s for dynamic vector compaction.
INTRODUCTION
Reduction in test application time and test set s u e is highly desirable to reduce the overall costs incurred in fabricating and testing a large number of chips that implement a specific design. Several combinational test generators aimed at generating small test sets for the stuck-at fault model have been developed. These methods can be classiEed as static or dynamic. Static methods attempt to reduce the number of vectors in a given test set [I, 21 . Dynamic methods consider vector compaction during the generation of the test set [3, 4, 51. Vector compaction and test cycle reduction for sequential circuits is significantly more difEcult than for combinational circuits. For sequential circuits, static methods have been proposed to reduce the size of the test set or test application cycles [6, 71. Dynamic methods for reducing test applicabon cycles in partial scan design circuits have been suggested [8, 91. However, very few dynamic compaction methods for sequential circuits have been reported [5, 101.
Motivation
Test generators that use dynamic or static compaction techniques can require significantly more computing resources than those that do not attempt vector compaction. Recently, several new techniques have been proposed that produce highly compact test vector sets [Z, 4, 51. The number of test vectors obtained by these methods is typically close to known lower bounds on test set size for most of the full-scan versions of the ISCAS 89 benchmarkcircuits. However, for the larger circuits in the benchmark set, these techniques can require an order of magnitude higher computation times as compared to the underlying test generator. A similar trend is observed for dynamic compaction in sequential circuits [5] .
The increase in computation times is mainly due to the large number of faults that have to be processed by a test generator that also performs vector compaction. High computation times preclude the use of these methods for large production VLSI circuits. It is possible to reduce the computation times by settling for larger test sets (i.e., trade off test generation time for test set size). The focus of this paper, in contrast, is to explore altemative approaches that significantly reduce computation times without compromisingthe quality of the test sets obtained.
Overview
Our techniques are devised to exploit three important characteristics of dynamic vector compaction: (1) a large number of test vectors that are fault simulated during dynamic compaction are partially specified, (2) many of the faults considered for extending a current partially specified testvector are usually not detectable by any extension of the test vector, and (3) extension of a test vector is an incremental process. Our acceleration techniques are based on the following ideas: (1) identification of support sets, (2) target fault switching, and (3) use of dynamic equivalent and untestable fault analysis. All these techniques are useful in significantly re-ducing the number of faults that have to be considered by a test generator in a dynamic vector compaction system. Support sets are also useful in reducing the number of faults that have to be considered for fault simulation. Unlike critical path tracing [12] that identifies a subset of faults that are guaranteed to be detectable by a given input sequence, support sets idenhfy a large subset of faults that are guaranteed to be undetectable by the input sequence.
A technique to idenhfy faults that are guaranteed to be undetectable by a given input vector has beenproposedin [ 131 for speeding up fault simulation in combinational circuits. They consider fully specified input vectors. Their technique cannot be directly used for fault simulation in a compaction environment since a majority of the vectors that are fault simulated during dynamic vector compaction are only partially specified. We compute support sets for partially specified vectors as well, allowing us to significantly reduce the computation effort required for fault simulation during dynamic vector compaction. We also use support sets to accelerate test generation during dynamic compaction. A theoretical basis is presented for computing support sets for sequential circuits, with applications to fault simulation and test generation during dynamic compaction for sequential circuits.
TERMINOLOGY
A test vector (or vector) is a set of logic values (0, 1, or X) that are simultaneously applied to the primary inputs of the circuit. A test vector is fully specified if all inputs are specified to 0 or 1 (i.e., no input assumes a value of X). Test vectors that contain X's are said to be partially specified. A test sequence (or sequence) is an ordered set of test vectors that detects a target fault. A test set is an unordered set of test sequences. The s u e of a test sequenceis equal to the number of test vectors in the sequence. The size of a test set is calculated as the number of vectors in all its test sequences. Given a test set and the set of faults it detects, a fault is essential if only one test sequence can detect the fault. Essential faults can be identified during fault simulation by dropping a fault from the target fault list only after it has been detected twice [4].
SUPPORT SETS
Support sets can be used to significantly reduce the number of faults processed by a test generator or fault simulator during dynamic or static compaction. These sets can be computed for both combinational and sequential circuits.
Concept
Consider a vector v that produces a response of 0 or 1 at a primary output 2 of a combinational circuit. The input vector may or may not be fully specified. A support set for the primary output Z is any set of signals (including primary inputs) that satis@ all the following conditions: SS1 All signals in the set assume a logic value 0 or 1.
SS2
The primary output Z is a member of the set.
SS3
The logic value on any signal (except a primary input) in the support set is uniquely determined by values of other signals in the support set.
A support set is minimal if no signal in the set can be deleted without violating conditions SS2 or SS3. A minimum support set has the least cardinality among all possible support sets. As an example, consider the combinational logic of circuit s27 that is Figure 1. shown in Figure 1 . This circuit is part of the ISCAS 89 b e n c h a r k set. The circuit response to the input vector of Table 2 is also shown in Figure 1 . Only signals that assume a logic value of 0 or 1 are marked with their respective values in the figure (the remaining signals assume unknown values). One possible support set for the primary output G17 consists of three signals G5, G11 and G17.
Since these signals assume known logic values and the set includes G17, this set satisfies conditions SS1 and SS2. Also, the value of signal G11 is uniquely determined by the value of signal G5 and the value of primary output G17 is uniquely determined by the value of signal G11. Therefore, this set also satisfies condition SS3. The supportset forprimary output G17 is also minimal. This is because if we delete signal G5 (Gll) from the set, then the value of signal G11 (G17) is not uniquely determined by value of other signals in the support set and we violate condition SS3. If we delete G17, we violate condition SS2. Therefore, no signal can be deleted from the support set. Note that a primary output can have several support sets. For example, two possible support sets for primary output G11 are as follows: {G5, G11) or {GO, G14, G8, G3, G16, G9, G11). In the case of multiple primary outputs, condition SS2 is modified to require that each of the primary outputs be included in the support set. As an example, consider again the circuit of Figure 1 . The support sets for primary outputs G11, G17 and G10 are(G5, Gll}, {G5,G11,G17),and{GO,G5,G11,G14, GlO}, respectively. Therefore, the support set for the circuit is {GO, G5, G10, G11, G14, G17). Again, this setis minimal. This is because, if we delete any signal then it can be shown that we violate one or more of conditions SS2 and SS3.
It is desirable to compute a support set with small cardinality as this leads to greater savings in test generation and fault simulation time (see Section 3.2). However, attempting to compute the minimum support set for each input vector is computationally expensive. This overhead can more than offset the savings that can be obtained by using the support set. Our method to efficiently compute a minimal support set is shown in Figure 2 , as procedure COMPUTESUPPORTSET(). This procedure takes a list of primary outputs L with known logic values. We assume that the input vector has been simulated to determine the response of the circuit. We also assume that every gate in the circuit has been assigned an integer value (level) that is one more than the maximum level of any fanin of the gate. All primary inputs are at level 0. The supportsignals for a gate are the smallest subsetof the gate's inputs that are required to uniquely determine the logic value of the gate. For example, consider an AND gate a that has two inputs b and Figure 1 . For this example, signals G10, G11, G5, G14 and GO are assignedlevels 6, 5,0, 1 and 0, respectively. Here, Maxlevel is 6. We begin by including G10 in the support set S. Since G10 is at level 6 we include it in the list Larr [6] . We Erst process the signal G10 in the list Larr [6] . The support signals for gate G10 are G11 and G14. This is because both signals are necessary to uniquely determine the value of G11. We include G11 and G14 in the support set
S. Signals G11 and G14 are also included in lists Larr[S] and
L a r r [ l ] , respectively. We then process signals in list Larr [5] . Signal G11 can have either G5 or G9 as its support signal. This is because the value of gate G11 can be uniquely determined by either of its inputs. We make a choice of the support signal as follows. If one of the support signals of the gate has already been included in the support set of the circuit, then this signal is selected as the support signal for the gate. Otherwise, we choose a support signal at the lowest level. In this example, we select G5 as the support signal since it is at a lower level than G9. This heuristic helps in generating support sets with few signals. We move on to the signal G14 that is in the list Larr [l] . The support signal for G14 is GO. We include GO in the support set S. Since all lists in the array Larr are now empty, we terminate the procedure. The set S forms a minimal support set for the primary output G10.
Circuit 5-27 of the ISCAS 89 benchmark set. Table 3 : Test sequence for fault G5 stuck-at 0 in Figure 3 .
Support sets can also be computed for sequential circuits. As an example, consider the input sequence shown in Table 3 . This sequence has two input vectors and it is applied to the sequential circuit s27 that is shown in Figure 3 . We compute support sets for the combinational logic for each input vector, and use these sets to derive the support set for the sequence. For the Erst vector, we simulate the circuit with all state variables in an unknown state. Table 3 .
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Figure 5: Circuit response for the second vector in Table 3 .
For computing support sets, we consider the vectors in reverse order. We Erst compute a support set for the last vector of the sequence, and then proceed backwards until we reach the Erst vector of the sequence. As an example, consider the secondvector in the sequence shown in Table 3 . The circuit response for this vector is shown in Figure 5 . The support set S2 for this vector is computed by using the procedure COMPUTE-SUPPORTSET (P2). Here, the list P2 consists of only the primary output signal G17. This is because for the last vector of any sequence, the support set is computed by only considering primary outputs that assume a logic value of 0 or 1. Next state variables with known logic values are not considered in computing the support set for the last vector. The support set S2 consists of the signals G17, G11, and G5. Note that the cardinality of the support set is significantly smaller than the total number of signals in the circuit.
After computing the support set S2, we move on to the the Erst vector. The circuit response for this vector is shown in Figure 4 .
The support set SI for this vector is computed using procedure COMPUTE~UPPORTSET (PI). The list PI includes all primary outputs that have a logic value of 0 and 1. In addition, PI also includes any next state variable v that satisfies the following two conditions:
C1 Next state variable v is at a logic value of 0 or 1.
C2
The present state variable corresponding to v is included in the support set computed for vector 2.
Since the support set of vector 1 is computed after we process vector 2, it is easy to venfy if a next state variable satisfies the condition C2. For the current example, the primary output G17 is included in PI since it assumes a logic value of 1. Also, all next state variables G10, G11, and G13 assume known logic values.
Hence, condition C1 is satisfied for all these signals. As shown in Figure 3 , the present state variables corresponding to G10, G11, and G13 are G5, G6, and G7 respectively. Of these, only G5 is in the support set S2. Hence, only signal G10 satisfies condition C2. We include G10 in the list Pi. The support set S i as computed by procedure COMPUTESUPPORTSET (Pi) consists of the following signals: G10, G17, G11, G9, G16, G8, G14, G3, and GO. Although not applicable for the present example, if the input sequenceconsists of many vectors, the lastvector is processed similar to the second vector in the present example. All other vectors are processed using a method to similar to the one used for the 6rst
vector. Dynamic vector compaction methods incrementally extend a test sequence. This can be exploited to efficiently compute support sets in an incremental way as explained below. When new primary outputs are set as a result of an extension of a test sequence, the procedure COMPUTESUPPORTSET ( P ) is called with the list P containing only those primary outputs that have been set to a logic value of 0 or 1 as a result of the last extension. Thus, the added overhead for support set computation is minimal.
Applications Fault simulation:
Fault simulation is used in test generators to reduce the number of faults for which test sequences have to be derived by the test generator. For static and dynamic compaction methods, fault simulation is also used extensively to compute essential faults [4] . In dynamic compaction methods, a partially specified test sequence may be extended several times by the test generator and fault simulation is performed for every extension of the test sequence. As shown in Section 1.1, the number of faults processed during dynamic compaction can be very large. We show that support sets can significantly reduce the number of faults that have to be considered for fault simulation. Theorem 1, that is adapted from [13] , provides the theoretical basis for identifying a large set of faults that are guaranteed to be undetectable by a given test vector. This theorem applies to combinational circuits. Figure 1 . The support set is computed for the primary outputs G10, G11, and G17. This is because they assume a logic value of 0 or 1. The support set S consists of the signals, G10, G11, G17, G5, G14, and GO. Only faults on these signals need to be considered for fault simulation. For the circuit shown Figure 1 , the collapsed fault list consists of 32 faults. Of these, it tums out that only 13 faults have to be considered for fault simulation.
Support sets can also be used for reducing the number of faults considered in dynamic compaction for sequential circuits. Theorem 2 provides the theoretical basis for sequential circuits. All proofs have been omitted due to lack of space and can be found in [14] . As an illustration of Theorem 2, consider again the sequential circuit 927 shown in Figure 3 and the sequence given in Table 3 .
The circuit response to the first and second vectors of the sequence are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The support sets SI and S2 for the e s t and secondvectors were previously computedin Section 3.1. The set S formed by taking the union of sets SI and S2 consists of signals G10, G17, G11, G9, G16, G8, (214, G5, G3, and GO. Using Theorem 2, it can be shown that we can rule out 9 out of the 32 faults in the collapsed fault list. These 9 faults do not have to be considered in fault simulation. Note that Theorems 1 and 2 do consider the propagation of fault effects along multiple re-convergentpaths. This is because, during the computation of the support sets, we add a fanout stem signal to the support set if any of its branches have already been included in the support set. In fact, the support sets computed by procedure COMPUTESUPPORTSET() are pessimistic in the sense that faults on signals in the support set may be undetectable.
Test generation:
The main loop in dynamic compaction methods consists of the following two steps: (1) generate a test sequence for a target fault, and (2) extend the test sequence by suitably specifying unspecified primary inputs in the test sequence. By suitably assigning values to unspecified primary inputs, several other faults can be detected by the test sequence. The fault considered in the 6rst step is referred to as the primary target fault, while faults that are considered in the second step are called secondary target faults (or secondary faults). As shown in Section 1.1, the number of secondary faults can be very large. Support sets are useful in significantly reducing the number of secondary faults. In order to use support sets for secondary fault elimination, we generalize the concept of support sets to cover signals that assume logic values X . This extension is necessary because faults on signals that are at a logic value of X may be detectable by a suitable extension of the test vector. The definition of extended support sets is given below.
SS1
All signals in the set assume a logic value 0, 1 or X.
SS2
The primary output Z is a member of the support set.
SS3
The logic value on any signal (except a primary input) in the support set is uniquely determined by logic values of other signals in the support set.
The procedure COMPUTESUPPORTSET ( P ) described in Section 3.1 can still be used with one difference -the list P contains all primary outputs. The definition of support signals for a gate is also extended as follows. For a gate g that is at a logic value of X, all inputs of the gate are considered to be support signals.
All references to support sets in this subsection are to the extended definition given above.
Our next result shows how to use support sets for reducing the test generation effort involved in dynamic vector compaction. Theorem 3 identifies a large subset of faults in the circuit that do not have be considered as secondary faults while extending a given partial test vector.
Theorem 3 : Consider a combinational circuit C and a test vector T. Let S be the extended support set of the circuit. Zf signal g is not in the support set S, then a stuck-at 0 or stuck-at 1 fault on signal g cannot be detected by any extension of vector T.
As an example, consider again the circuit of Figure 1 . The target (collapsed) fault list consists of 32 faults. Consider the situation when the input vector of Table 2 is extended to detect other faults. The logic values assumed by signals for the input vector of Table 2 are shown in Figure 1 . The support set of the circuit, as computed in Section 3.1, consists of the signals G10, G11, G17, G5, G14 and GO. If we also consider primary output signal G13 (whose value is X), then signals G13, G12, G7, G2 and G1 are also added to the support set. Only faults on these signals need be considered as secondary faults. For example, fault G8 stuck-at 1 need not be considered as a secondary target fault for test generation. For this circuit, it turns out that 11 of the 32 faults in the target fault list do not have to be considered as secondary faults in trying to extend the input vector of Table 2 .
Support sets are also useful for reducing the number of secondary faults in sequential circuits. Theorem 4 provides the basis for secondary fault elimination in sequential circuits. Consider a sequential circuit C and a test sequence T that consists of n vectors, TI ... T,. Let is not in the support set S, then a stuck-at 0 or stuck-at 1 fault on signal g cannot be detected by any extension of the sequence T. The support set SZ corresponding to the second vector (which is the last vector of the sequence) is computed for only the primary output signal G17, and consists of signals G17, G11, and G5. We next proceed to compute 4 , the support set corresponding to the first vector of the sequence. Next state variables G10, G11, and G13 correspond to present state variables G5, G6, and G7, respectively. Only G5 is included in Sz. Hence SI is computed for the primary output signal, G17, and the next state variable G10. The set SI consists of the signals G17, G10, G11, G9, G16, G8, G14, G3, and GO. The set S is the set union of 5' 1 and SZ. Only faults on signals in S are considered as secondary faults. For example, fault G2 stuck-at 0 need not be considered as a secondary fault since Theorem 4 rules out the possibility of detecting it by extending the partially specified sequence of Table 3 . Note that if the first vector alone is considered, it can be extended so that the fault effect reaches the next state variable G13. However, this fault effect cannot be propagated to the primary output G17 by any extension of the 
DYNAMIC FAULT EQUIVALENCE
Two faults, f 1 and f 2 are equivalent if any test sequence that detects f l also detects f 2 and vice-versa. By computing such equivalent faults, we can reduce the number of faults that have to be considered for test generation and fault simulation. If apartially Table 4 speciiied vector has to be fault simulated or further extended (as i s the case in dynamic compaction), the partially specified values in the circuit may lead to new equivalent faults. To see this, consider the circuit of Figure 6 . This figure also shows the signal values for the input vector given in Table 4 . Consider faults G7 stuck-at 0 and G12stuck-atl. These faults arenotequivalent. However, since G1 assumes a logic 0, these two faults now become equivalent. This is because any test for G12 stuck-at 1 that is derived by extending the partial vector of Table 4 must set G7 to a 1 and propagate the fault effect from GI2 to a primary output. These are also the conditions for any test vector for G7 stuck-at 1. Therefore, the faults G7 stuck-at0 and G12 stuck-at 1 are dynamically equivalent. Given a partially specified input vector, the target fault list can be further collapsed based on signals that assume known values. This situation occurs often in dynamic compaction. For example, the initial collapsed fault list for the circuit shown in Figure 6 consists of 32faults. Given the vector of Table 4 , we can compute additional equivalent faults. For this example, we can collapse the fault list to contain only 27 faults. Dynamic equivalences contribute to a reduction in the number of faults considered for both test generation and fault simulation.
UNTESTABILITY ANALYSIS USING X-PATH CHECK
The concept of X-path [15] check can be used to further reduce the number of secondary faults processed. Consider a combinational circuit C , a test vector T that may be partially specified, and a candidate fault g stuck-at U (g is a signal in the circuit and v is either 0 or 1). The X-path check assumes aknowledge of the good circuit response to T. The X-path check starts from the fault site, g, and searches for a path P to a primary output such that for each gate g' on the path, one of the following conditions is true:
Either The output of g' is at a logic value of X in the good circuit.
Or Each side input s of g for which there is no path from the fault site to s has either a non-controlling value or a value of X.
The X-path check was used in PODEM [151 for guiding the branch and bound process during test generation. We use it in a different context, to efficiently idenhfy faults that cannot be detected by any extension of a given partial vector. Knowledge of the good circuit response to the vector T is a pre-requisite for the X-path check. However, this does not impose any overhead in practice as these values are readily available from the fault simulation performed for T before the next extension of T is attempted. It is important to note that the presence of an X-path is not sufficient to guarantee that a test can be derived for the fault by extending the partial vector T. However, failure of the X-path check does imply that it is futile to attempt an extension of T to detect the fault being considered. This significantly reduces the number of unnecessary test generation attempts, thus making the compaction procedure more efficient.
Circuit Base
Base p + s5378 117 116 116 s9234 164 155 155
TARGET FAULT SWITCHING
If the target fault list has an untestable fault f, then f may be considered during the extension of several test sequences before it is proven untestable. This happens because a failure to generate a test for f by extending a partially specified sequence TI does not say anything about the testability off for another partial sequence
Tz. In order to prove f as untestable, it is necessary to consider f as a primary target fault. Thus, a fault could be considered several times as a secondary target fault before it is detected or proven undetectable by considering it as a primary target fault. This contributes to an increase in the number of faults that are processed by the test generator. We use a simple heuristic to avoid repeated test generation attempts for such faults. If f is proven to be untestable by any extension of the current test sequence, then we consider f as the next primary target fault. It is important to note that since target fault switching occasionally selects a different primary target fault than would have been used otherwise, it nominally alters the fault ordering used by the dynamic compaction system. As a result, a potentially different test set may result when target fault switching is used. However, the change in the fault ordering thus caused is limited to very few faults, and does not affect the test set size significantly because most of the faults selected by this heuristic tum out to be indeed untestable. Hence, known fault ordering methods [4] can still be used along with target fault switching. In practice, it was observed that the slight re-ordering caused by the use of target fault switching has a negligible impact on the size of the test sets (see Section 7). The target fault switching strategy is also useful for cases when the fault list has no untestable faults. Ifthe underlying test generator generates tests by considering each primary output separately, then it is useful to establish if a given fault is untestable with respect to a particular primary output. If this is the case, then the fault does not have to be considered for all tests and their extensions that are derived by considering this primary output. We use the following heuristic to quickly identify such faults. If a fault f cannot be detected by any extension of an input vector for a given primary output 0, then we consider f as the nextprimary target fault. The test generator attempts to establish f as untestable with respect to the primary output 0. If f is established to be untestable with respectto 0, we need not target f as a secondary fault for detection at 0 for the remaining vectors.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have currently implemented the following acceleration techniques as part of the BECcS system: (1) use of support sets for fault simulation and secondary fault selection, (2) target fault switching strategy, and (3) X-path check for secondary fault selection for combinational circuits.
Full scan designs
We performed two experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed techniques for combinational circuits. For the Erst experiment, the target fault list includes all faults in the circuit. For the second experiment, only irredundant fault lists were used. These fault lists were obtained by removing faults that were proven to be redundant from the fault lists used in the Erst experiment. All experiments were performed on a Silicon Graphics Challenge L series machine that uses a MIPS 4400 processor.
To study both the individual and the net effects of the acceleration techniques on dynamic compaction, we considered three cases: (1) BECCS with only X-path check for secondary faults (this is referred to as the Base case), (2) BECCS with X-path check and target fault switching strategy (Base + TFS case), and (3) BEES with X-path check, target fault switching strategy and use of support sets for fault simulation (Base + TFS + Support case).
Complete fault lists:
Computation times for the full scan versions of the larger ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits are given in Table 5 . Test generation time, fault simulation time and total time are reported separately under columns ATG, FS, and Total, respectively. No numbers for fault coverage or test efficiency are reported, because both the base system and BECCS achieved 100% test efficiency (all detectable faults were detected, and all remaining faults were proven to be redundant) for all circuits, in all cases. Table 6 shows the improvement in test generation, fault simulation and overall computation times obtained by using the proposed acceleration techniques. Column ATG (FS) shows the ratio of test generation (fault simulation) times for the base system to those for the case when target fault switching strategy and support sets are added to the base system. The improvement in overall computation times is shown in column Total. The improvements are computed as the ratio of the Base case to the Base + TFS + Support case. Test set sizes are reported in Table 7 . There is a marginal improvement in test set sizes over the base system for most circuits. This difference is due to the fact that the target fault switching strategy causes faults to be considered in a slightly different order than the fault ordering in the base system. Note that the third and fourth columns of Table 7 are identical, indicating that test set size is unaffected by support sets. Tables 5, 6 and 7 are significant for the following reasons: (i) the proposed acceleration techniques can speed up the base system by as much as a factor of 2.95, (ii) the test set sizes produced by the base system are largely unaffected by the acceleration techniques, (iii) the overhead for support set computation and X-path check is negligible and their use results in a significant reduction in overall computation times, and (iv) speedups are higher for larger circuits. If support sets are also used in reducing secondary faults, we can expect a further improvement in computation times. 
Results in
AIG FS
Irredundant fault lists:
The characteristics of the production VLSI circuits are shown in Table 8 . These circuits consist of non-Boolean primitives like tristate buffers, bidirectional buffers (also called as I/O buffers) and bus configurations. We have extended the concept of support sets to circuits with non-Boolean primitives. Column headers of Table 9 are identical to the headers in Table 5 . Again, test efficiency numbers are not presented because they are 100% for all circuits in all cases. Although fault lists do not have redundant faults, the target fault switching strategy can stiU be used, as explained in Section 6. Table 11 : Test set sizes (irredundant fault lists). Table 9 reports computation times and Table 10 reports the improvements in CPU seconds for full scan versions of ISCAS 89 benchmark Circuits and several production VLSI circuits. Again, there is an improvement in performance over the base system. The test generation times improve by a factor of upto 2.5. The reduction in fault simulation times is due to the use of support sets to eliminate undetectable faults. The acceleration techniques result in a system that is about two to three times faster than the base system. For circuit ckt5 that has about 50,000 gates, the base system did not complete in 2 days. However, using the proposed acceleration techniques, dynamic compaction was achieved in 11.7 hours, with 100% fault coverage. The improvements in computation times are summarized in Table 10 .
Test set sizes are reported in Table 11 . Again, a marginal fluctuation in test set sizes over the base system is seen. The small change in test set sizes is solely due to target fault switching, since support sets and the X-path check do not have any effect on test set size.
In summary, our results indicate that the proposed acceleration techniques can speed up the base system by two to three times, the test set sizes are largely unaffected by the acceleration techniques, and complete fault coverage was maintained. The overhead for support set computation and the X-path check was negligible and their use resulted in a significant reduction in overall computation times.
Sequential circuits
We use support sets for secondary fault selection during dynamic compaction for sequential circuits. Table 12 gives the computation times, test set sizes and fault coverages for several circuits. The total CPU time for compaction, the test set size, and the fault coverage are given under columns CPU, Vec, and FC respectively. Circuits whose names start with 'ps' are partial scan circuits that were obtained from the ISCAS 89 benchmarks by breaking all loops except self loops. Circuits whose names start with 'p' represent pipelined versions of the corresponding ISCAS 89 benchmarks (all loops including self loops were broken through partial scan). Table 12 shows that the use of acceleration techniques improved the speed of the dynamic compaction process by up to a factor of 8.75. Circuits like ~3 5 9 3 2 and ~3 8 4 1 7 that the base compaction system was unable to process in over 2 days were successfully processed by using our acceleration techniques.
CONCLUSION
We have presented techniques for accelerating dynamic vector compaction. These techniques can be used for combinational or sequential circuits. They can be integrated into most dynamic or static vector compaction systems. Experimental results on several large production VLSI circuits show that our techniques can accelerate dynamic compaction methods by a factor of two to three.
More significantly, the acceleration factors are higher for larger circuits, enabling the generation of compact test sets for large production circuits. The test set quality (size) was unaffected by our methods, and complete fault coverages were maintained for all our experiments. We demonstrated the use of support sets to significantly reduce the number of faults processed during dynamic compaction. Support sets have several other applications, including serial or parallel fault simulation for combinational and sequential circuits. Although not attempted here, our techniques can also be simulation [2] .
